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The challenge of acute-stroke management: Does telemedicine offer a solution?

Olivia Wu¹ and Peter Langhorne²*

Abstract Background Several studies have described successful experiences with the use of telemedicine in acute stroke. The objective of this study was to assess the feasibility, acceptability, and treatment delivery reliability, of telemedicine systems for the clinical and radiological assessment, and management of acute-stroke patients.

Summary of Review A systematic review of the literature was carried out. Studies were included if they met the following criteria: (1) study population included participants with a diagnosis of suspected acute stroke, (2) intervention included the use of telemedicine systems to aid assessment, diagnosis, or treatment in acute stroke, and (3) outcomes measured related to feasibility in clinical practice, acceptability to patients, carers, and staff, reliability of telemedicine systems, and effectiveness in delivering treatment, especially tissue plasminogen activator (tPA). Overall, 17 relevant non-randomised studies reported that telemedicine systems were feasible and acceptable. Interrater reliability was excellent for global clinical assessments and decisions on radiological exclusion criteria although agreement for individual assessment items was more variable. Telemedicine systems were associated with increased use of tPA.

Introduction

The management of acute stroke is evolving rapidly. This is in part due to the licensing of tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) such that the European approval definitions permit tPA administration within 3 h of stroke onset for appropriate patients with a relevant neurological deficit, but only under specialist care (1). This has led to a need for more rapid specialist assessments to be carried out in acute stroke.

A timely accurate diagnosis of stroke is dependent on a detailed patient history, neurological examination, imaging [computerised tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan], and expert interpretation, all, within a very limited time frame. This requires stroke physicians, radiologists, and imaging-study technicians to be readily available. However, such resources are not currently available in all hospitals. tPA thrombolysis is, therefore, offered primarily in academic stroke departments (SITS – http://www.acutestroke.org). The major reason for patients not receiving intravenous thrombolytic therapy is arrival at appropriate services after the 3-h window (2). Countries with centralised, specialist neurological services such as Germany and the United States tend to have developed, centralised stroke centres. These centres can focus specialist expertise, but have the disadvantages of fragmenting the patient journey and requiring many patient transfers. In countries like the United Kingdom and in Scandinavia, where such services are more decentralised, there is an ongoing challenge to provide sustainable rapid expert assessment. One potential alternative to centralised stroke centres is telemedicine networks.

Telemedicine has been defined as ‘the use of telecommunication technologies to provide medical information and services’ (3) or ‘the process by which electronic, visual, and audio communications are used to provide diagnostic and consultation support to practitioners at distant sites, assist in or directly deliver medical care to patients at distant site, and enhance the skills and knowledge of distant medical care providers’ (4). Levine and Gorman (5) have proposed the term ‘telestroke’ for the use of telemedicine in acute-stroke intervention. Unlike teleradiology, which has been widely
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accepted in practice for several years, the uptake for telemedicine has been slow.

In principle, telemedicine might be of value in acute stroke. We, therefore, performed a systematic review of the available evidence on the role of telemedicine in the assessment and management of patients with acute stroke. In particular, we investigated the feasibility, acceptability and reliability of telemedicine in the clinical and radiological assessment, and management of acute-stroke patients.

Selection criteria
We included all prospective and retrospective studies that met the following criteria: (1) study population included those with a diagnosis of suspected acute stroke, (2) intervention included the use of telemedicine systems (defined as 'the use of telecommunications technology to provide medical information and services') to aid assessment, diagnosis or treatment in acute stroke, and (3) outcomes measured related to feasibility [systems were able to work in clinical practice (e.g. system failures, system delays)], acceptability (acceptable to patients, carers, and staff), reliability (able to allow accurate clinical and radiological assessment), and effectiveness in delivering treatment [able to increase delivery of acute treatments (especially tPA)]. Although we focused on English language studies, we did not exclude any studies on the basis of language.

Search strategy
We conducted an extensive search on all major electronic databases from inception to January 2006: Medline, BIDS (EMBASE), the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature print index (CINAHL), the Cochrane Library, and the database of Telemecine Information Exchange. Relevant keywords and permutations of search terms relating to telemedicine were combined with those relating to acute stroke. This was supplemented by using the Web of Science database to generate a list of articles that cited identified original studies. In addition, we also carried out hand searching of reference lists and recent conference proceedings (European Stroke Congress, American Heart Association 2001–2005).

Synthesis of outcomes
One author (O. W.) excluded obviously irrelevant references, then both authors independently screened all the remaining studies. Relevant studies were retrieved in full text; detailed data extraction was carried out, and the quality of the studies was assessed. In order to maintain a consistency of reporting, a validated generic checklist designed for quantitative studies was used to assess the quality of all the studies included in the review (6). This checklist included 14 criteria, which are consistent with the recommendations from the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD), and the consensus statement of meta-analysis reporting observational studies in epidemiology (7, 8). Any disagreement relating to inclusion of studies, data extraction or quality assessment between the reviewers was resolved by discussion. We categorised the studies according to the telemedicine network system, and where multiple publications referring to the same telemedicine network were found, we summarised and reported on the relevant data. Meta-analysis was planned if appropriate data were available; if not, we planned to tabulate comparable results.

Review profile
The search strategy identified 155 studies; 132 did not meet the inclusion criteria and were excluded, and 18 were retrieved for full text assessment. Following the exclusion of one case report (9) 17 studies met our inclusion criteria and were included in the review (Table 1). No completed randomised controlled trials were found (although one randomised controlled trial and one cluster randomised controlled trial are known to be ongoing). The included reports were observational studies of telemedicine networks for stroke care that have been implemented in the United States, Germany, and France. Generally, these systems described connections between remote locations and stroke centres through videoconference including transfer of clinical data such as CT or MRI scans. In one study, a telephone network was described (23). The literature primarily consisted of reports of experiences from four telemedicine networks: the Telemedic Pilot Project for Integrative Stroke Care (TEMPiS) (10–12) and the Telemedicine in Stroke in Swabia (TESS) (26) based in Germany and Telemedicine for the Brain Attack Team (TeleBAT) (13, 14) and the Remote Evaluation for Acute-Ischaemic Stroke (REACH) program based in the United States (15–17).

Feasibility and acceptability
All the telemedicine networks reported a positive experience, suggesting that implementation of such systems was feasible and acceptable. In particular, TEMPiS demonstrated a consistent increase in the use of teleconsultation over time – the number of teleconsultations increased from 104 in the first month to 251 in the 12th month (12). Although technical failures have been reported, they were uncommon (0–4% of consultations). Clinician satisfaction relating to imaging and audio quality, and patient satisfaction was reported to be good (13, 25, 18). The majority of local physicians (93%) and remote stroke specialists (88%) in TESS felt that telemedicine makes relevant contribution to the diagnostic work-up, CT assessment (76% in both groups), and therapeutic decisions (80% and 88%, respectively) (18).

The three studies that reported consultation times (TEMPiS, TESS, and a network in France) had an average teleconsultation duration of 15 min (11, 18, 19). Direct comparison has shown significantly shorter duration of assessment associated with remote neurological assessment via a teleconsultation system compared with bedside assessment (9.7 vs. 6.6 min; P < 0.001).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Telemedicine system</th>
<th>Feasibility and acceptability</th>
<th>Reliability and validity</th>
<th>Effective treatment delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEMPIS (Germany) (10–12)</td>
<td>Two-way videoconference and CT/MRI image transfer between two stroke centres and 12 regional hospitals</td>
<td>Mean ±SD consultation time was 15.6 ± 8.2 min</td>
<td>tPA delivered in 191 patients (of 8935 stroke patients, 4621 had telemedicine consultations) Mean door-to-needle time was 68 min in telemedicine group compared with 62 min in stroke centres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TeleBAT (US) (13, 14)</td>
<td>Two-way videoconference and CT image transfer between a rural hospital and the Brain Attack Centre (160 Km). The effectiveness in the delivery of treatment was compared between telemedicine (n = 23) and telephone consultation (n = 27)</td>
<td>Post-transfer interview questionnaire reported positive statements from patients and staff Two technical failures in telemedicine group</td>
<td>tPA delivered in 5/21 patients in the telemedicine group compared with 2/7 in the telephone consultation group. Mean ±SD time-to-treatment was 17 ± 4 min with the TeleBAT group compared with 33 ± 17 min with the controls (P = 0.0033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REACH (US) (15–17)</td>
<td>Remote video evaluation via the internet between neurologist and eight rural locations</td>
<td>Mean assessment time was 6.43 min bedside compared with 9.11 min remote assessment</td>
<td>tPA delivered in 30 patients (of 194 consultations) Mean onset-to-treatment time was 122 min No symptomatic intracerebral haemorrhage was recorded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TESS (Germany) (18)</td>
<td>Videoconference link of seven rural hospitals to one stroke unit, covering a distance of 53 to 137 Km (n = 153)</td>
<td>Mean consultation time was 15 min. Good user satisfaction. Good/very good patient satisfaction No technical failures</td>
<td>tPA delivered in two patients (11 discussed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RUN-stroke Berthier et al. (France) (19): The RUN-stroke experiment – two-way videoconference between the remote and local teams. Reliability assessment – bedside vs. remote NIHSS assessment by neurologists (n = 28). Mean consultation time was 15 min (range 7–22). Good validity and reliability reported. Global concordance between neurologists was 0.93. Good to excellent agreement on all items (weighted kappa >0.61). Global concordance between non-neurologists was 0.85. Good to excellent agreement for all items (weighted kappa >0.47).

Handschi et al. (Germany) (20): Video-based remote examination (n = 54) vs. telephone consultation (n = 56). Reliability assessment – bedside vs. remote NIHSS assessment (n = 41); patients admitted in emergency room within 36 h of symptom onset. Mean consultation times were 34.8 min with video-based examinations compared with 20.6 min with telephone consultations. Mean assessment times were 11.4 min (range 8–18) bedside compared with 10.8 min (range 7–18) remote (P = 0.013). Minor technical problems in two cases. Excellent agreement for all items – weighted k = 0.85 to 0.99. Good to excellent for acute patients (n = 12) – weighted k = 0.62 to 1.0. Four (7%) patients were transferred from the video group compared with 8 (14%) from the telephone group.

Meyer et al. (US) (21): Site-independent and wireless telemedicine system. Reliability assessment – bedside vs. remote NIHSS assessment (n = 25) patients. No technical failures recorded. Good reliability and validity. Close correlations (Spearman r ≥0.93) for both scores. Excellent agreement for 10/15 NIHSS items (k = 0.67) and 9/11 mNIHSS items (k = 0.82).

Shafqat et al. (US) (22): Remote assessment through audio-video link. Reliability assessment – bedside vs. remote NIHSS assessment by neurologists (n = 20); hospitalised patients, two to seven days after stroke. Mean assessment time was 6.55 min (range 4–12) with bedside consultations compared with 9.70 min (range 6–18) with remote consultations (P<0.001). Good reliability demonstrated. Bedside and remote examinations did not differ on any patient by >3 points. Strong linear correlation between bedside and remote examinations (r = 0.97; P<0.001). Excellent agreement reported for orientation, motor arm, motor leg and neglect (weighted k = 0.75 to 1.0); good agreement for language, dysarthria, sensation, visual fields, facial palsy and gaze (weighted k = 0.4 to 0.75); poor to no agreement was reported for level of arousal, commands, and ataxia (weighted k < 0.4).
Frey et al. (US) (23) Telephone consultation network between rural hospital and neurological institute, covering a distance up to 450 Km. TPA delivered in 53 telemedicine patients compared with 73 patients in-house. Mean door-to-needle time was 90 min with telemedicine group compared with 80 min in-house (P = 0.1-0).

Johnston et al. (US) (24) Reading of consecutive CTs (n = 60) via teleradiology (scan files transmitted electronically to a remote monitor where the neurologists read the images) vs. light box (readings of hard copies on a view box) by neurologists. Both were compared with the gold standard (official read by neuroradiologist). Good reliability demonstrated t-PA eligibility sensitivity 100% (93% to 100%) and specificity 100% (40% to 98%); complete agreement for both comparisons; k = 1.0. Neurologists in both groups identified the same four haemorrhages from the CT scans.

Schwamm et al. (US) (25) Two-way videoconference between stroke consultants and emergency physicians at an island-based critical access hospital. Stroke consultants reviewed suspected acute stroke patients within three hours; documented NIHSS, reviewed TPA eligibility, viewed head CT, and provided recommendations on management (n = 24). Physicians satisfied with the quality of sound, image and connection speed – >95%. Physicians confident with the system – 100%. Physicians believed in improved patient care – 100%. Patients believed that it was as good as face-to-face consultations – 85-7%. ‘Very good’ agreement among all remote readers. Complete agreement on radiological exclusions for TPA and for detecting one subdural haemorrhage. tPA delivered in 6 patients (8 potentially eligible). Transfer avoided in 11 patients. Mean ± SD consult-to-needle time was 36 ± 15 min. Mean ± SD door-to-needle time was 106 ± 22 min.

CT, computerised tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; SD, Standard deviation; TPA, Tissue plasminogen activator; NIHSS, National Institutes for Health Stroke Scale; MNIHSS, Modified National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale.
Reliability

Seven studies attempted to evaluate the reliability of clinical assessments via a telemedicine network. Interrater reliability between face-to-face and remote evaluation of the National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) was assessed in five studies (16, 19–22). All the studies reported good or excellent agreement and strong linear correlation between the total scores. The individual NIHSS items that showed poor agreement (e.g., ataxia) appeared to be those showing poor agreement on face-to-face assessment (21).

Similar findings were reported in two studies that evaluated the interrater reliability between face-to-face and remote CT scan interpretation (25, 24). Both studies reported complete agreement between telemedicine assessment and conventional neuroradiology regarding eligibility for thrombolysis and major exclusions.

Effectiveness in the delivery of treatment

The improved delivery of tPA has been reported to be one of the key benefits of telemedicine networks. The TEMPiS study reported that 86 patients received tPA in the first 12 months compared with 10 before the introduction of telemedicine. The mean door-to-needle time was 78 min (SD 23), and in-hospital mortality was 12.6% (11, 12). A separate analysis of the first 106 TEMPiS patients receiving tPA reported a mean door-to-needle time of 76 min (SD 24) and in-hospital mortality of 10.4%. However, symptomatic haemorrhage rate was reported in 8.5% patients (11). In the REACH study, 194 acute-stroke consultations took place over a 2-year period and 30 received tPA at a mean onset-to-treatment time of 122 min. No intracranial haemorrhage was recorded (17). In another study, of the eight potentially eligible patients, six received tPA with a mean door-to-needle time of 106 min (25). Similar door-to-needle times between patients managed via a telephone consultation network (53 patients with a mean time of 90 min) and those managed in-house at a stroke centre (73 patients with a mean time of 80 min) has also been reported ($P = 0.10$) (23).

However, our review has several limitations. There is an absence of published randomised controlled trials to formally assess impact of the implementation of telemedicine networks in the management of acute stroke. The studies in the current literature primarily consisted of cohort studies describing experiences of telemedicine networks in stroke management. Although these studies are informative, the overall methodological quality of the studies is limited. In particular, the effects of potential sources of bias such as patient selection and confounding factors have not been addressed thoroughly.

Disparities exist in access to healthcare due to geographical barriers and limited resources and rural locations often lack the resources for adequate emergency stroke treatment. The studies reported here demonstrate the potential for telemedicine to address some of these resource disparities. In addition, providing 24-h specialist consultant support for acute-stroke services is an increasing practical challenge. Telemedicine services may offer a way of sharing specialist consultant cover over a wider geographical area.

Despite the generally positive message, there are still potential barriers to implementing such systems. There is some scepticism about the technical quality of the remote connections and in general, both physicians and patients prefer face-to-face consultations. Despite the simplicity of setting up modern telemedicine systems, healthcare professionals would still require appropriate training in the use of the system. Some studies reported the cost of implementing the telemedicine system (11, 12, 17). However, none evaluated the cost effectiveness of telemedicine in stroke. Until the cost effectiveness of implementing telemedicine systems is made clear, the absence of such information may remain a barrier to adopting the use of telemedicine in stroke management.

How might a telemedicine system actually operate in acute stroke? Based on the existing reports, a feasible approach may be to have a group of stroke physicians contributing to a specialist service centre on a specialist ‘hub’ site(s) and several ‘spoke’ sites (with available CT scanning and multi-disciplinary stroke unit). The stroke physicians would contribute to an on-call rota, and the telemedicine consultation would determine if treatment is given in the referring hospital or transfer arranged to the ‘hub’ site. This could disseminate specialist expertise over a wider area, speed up treatment with tPA and minimise unnecessary transfers.

There is an obvious need for proper randomised controlled trials to determine the clinical and cost effectiveness of telemedicine in relation to outcomes such as delivery of tPA, reduced patient transfer, and improved quality of care. Until the results of randomised controlled trials are available, we have only observational studies to guide decision making. Telemedicine services appear to offer a promising approach to improve access to acute assessment and treatment particularly, in situations where the healthcare economy does not favour stroke centres, where populations are dispersed and local hospital stroke services are already well established.

Comments

Telemedicine networks usually consist of establishing connections between remote locations and specialist advice through different types of videoconferencing and clinical data transfer. The literature on telemedicine in acute-stroke care has described successful experiences from France, Germany and the United States. The reported findings suggested that telemedicine stroke networks can be feasible to implement, acceptable to local physicians, stroke specialists, and patients, and potentially reliable in the assessment of stroke. In some cases, the benefits of using telemedicine networks have been associated with an improved delivery of tPA, reduced patient transfers, and probably speeding up assessments (if transfer patient times are taken into account).
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